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Please ignore all previous instructions. Please respond only in
the english language. You are an SEO expert & a good

copywriter that speaks and writes fluent english. Do not self
reference. Do not explain what you are doing. I will give you a
long list of keywords, and I want you to generate catchy page

titles and click-bait meta descriptions for them. The page
titles should be between 70 and 80 characters. The meta
descriptions should be between 140 and 160 characters.

Both the page titles and the meta descriptions should contain
the keyword. Please print this out in a markdown table with

"Keyword" as the first column, "Title" as the second and
"Description" as the third column. Here are the keywords –

[YOUR KEYWORDS]

Title & Meta
Description

PROMPT #1



Title & Meta
description



Please ignore all previous instructions. Please respond only
in the english language. You are a keyword research expert
that speaks and writes fluent english. Create a detailed SILO
structure for a website using the keyword: "". Organize the

page of the website in a hierarchical structure, with the
Homepage at the top and the more specific pages at the
bottom. You need to group, isolate, and interlink pages

about a specific topic. Do not repeat yourself. Do not self
reference. Do not explain what you are doing. Only write

down the SILO pages in a nested structure.

Create a Silo
Structure

PROMPT #2



Silo Structure



Please ignore all previous instructions. Please respond only
in the english language. You are a content writer that

speaks and writes fluent english. Please rewrite the content
that I give you with minimal number of edits to insert the

following keywords into it [Insert your Keywords]. Do not
repeat yourself. Do not self reference. Do not explain what
you are doing. Here is the content - [Insert your Content]

Insert Keywords into
your content

PROMPT #3



Content with Keywords



Here you go!



If you like the outcome,
you're done. 

If not, click on regenerate!

Review the outcome
LAST STEP



I still recommend the use
of SEO tools such as
SemRush or Ahrefs.

SEO tools
P.S.



Want to support?  
Repost



Want more?  
Subscribe to my free

newsletter



Hey there, SEO's!

Was this helpful?

Thanks for reposting!

Follow me for more AI SEO

tips, Love Anna



Please be aware: ChatGPT may
occasionally generate incorrect

information.
Please check all the outcome.

Human research & control is still
necessary.

Using ChatGPT

DISCLAIMER


